
Guide to the San Juan Islands National Monument Approved Resource Management Plan (RMP) and 

understanding of how BLM will use the RMP. 

 

The Approved RMP is easier to comprehend than the Proposed RMP. The RMP gives BLM its framework 

for managing the Monument for the next 15-20 years. Issuance of the RMP does not imply that 

everything listed in the RMP will be done soon or without further public input. The RMP can be 

amended (not easy), errors in the RMP can be corrected (easier), and the RMP will be reviewed by BLM 

in six years.  

Now there is an RMP. How does the BLM decide what to do? 

Administrative actions 

BLM can take administrative actions without additional implementation level plans or public input. 

These administrative actions still need to comply with the RMP. This includes routine transactions and 

activities necessary to serve the public and provide optimum management of resources. Examples 

include: posting land boundaries, realty actions, trespass resolution, law enforcement, issuing special 

recreation permits for organized activities, monitoring cultural and ecological values, road maintenance, 

facility maintenance. (Approved RMP page 17) 

BLM can enact closures if these are needed to protect the objects and values in the Proclamation or 

for the public’s safety, e.g. trail closure to protect threatened or endangered plant or during nesting 

season for threatened or endangered bird, designated campsite closure if use degrades nearby cultural 

site. Actions may require NEPA (National Environmental Protection Act) compliance. (Approved RMP 

page 30) 

Implementation level plans 

For other areas, BLM will work with its partners to develop implementation level plans and undertake 

site specific projects to achieve RMP objectives. (Approved RMP page 16). Examples include: Cultural 

resource management plan, historic property plan, education and interpretation plan (Leave No Trace, 

Coast Salish history on the landscape, diverse plant communities and wildlife).  

This also includes the Recreation Management Area (RMA) plans for 14 specific areas, approximately 

980 acres – most of the Monument lands: Cape St Mary (Lopez), Carter Point (Lummi), Cattle Point (San 

Juan), Chadwick Hill (Lopez Island), Eliza Point (Eliza Island), Iceberg Point (Lopez), Islands (group of 

seven islands consisting of Indian/Freeman/Skull/Posey/Victim/Blind/Reads Bay Island), Kellett Bluff 

(Henry), Lopez Pass (Lopez), Patos Island, Point Colville (Lopez), President Channel (Orcas), Turn Point 

(Stuart), and Watmough Bay (Lopez). (Approved RMP pages 72-103 gives a framework but is not the 

specific plans for these areas, also pages 28-31) 

The RMP describes partnerships as tribes, federal/state/local agencies such as USFWS/DNR/San Juan 

County Parks/State Parks, and groups supporting BLM on Monument lands such as the Keepers of the 

Patos Light or Turn Point Lighthouse Society (non-governmental agencies). BLM may also seek input 

from the Monument Advisory Committee. (Approved RMP pages 27-28) 



It is important to note that BLM must comply with NEPA (National Environmental Policy Act) when 

making implementation level decisions. There may be disagreement regarding whether the NEPA 

process is required in certain circumstances. But NEPA does provide for public scoping and comments 

that BLM is then to consider when making its plans. The NEPA process is probably the most likely way 

for the public to give input into BLM’s plans.  

It is hoped that BLM will involve the public and the local community in management of the 

Monument even when NEPA is not specifically required. Public input would be in the spirit of the 

America the Beautiful initiative on supporting locally led and locally designed conservation efforts. 

 

Now for what is in the RMP: 

Secures protection of Monument lands: RMP designated all Monument lands acquired using the Land 

and Water Conservation Funds (LWCF) as prohibited from the possibility of exchange. This applies to 

Watmough Bay, Chadwick Hill and parts of Iceberg Point. RMP designated that all other Monument 

lands should be retained unless BLM decides to participate in a land exchange that furthers the 

protective purposes of the Proclamation. (Approved RMP page 26) 

 

From the Approved RMP page 6 (my comments and reference to additional information in the RMP are 

shown in italics) 

 

What the Approved RMP Provides  

The major provisions of the RMP include the following land use plan decisions:  

• Management objectives for lands administered by the BLM for resources and activities. These include, 

among other objectives:  

o Objectives to protect the Monument’s cultural values. (see Approved RMP page 18, pages 32-33) 

o Quantified objectives for the restoration of the Monument’s native plant communities. (see 

Approved RMP pages 21-24,) 

o Objectives to facilitate recreational uses that are compatible with protecting the Monument’s 

objects and values, including, in specified recreation management areas, hiking, equestrian use, 

bicycling, picnicking, and developed camping opportunities. (Recreation was not specifically listed in the 

Proclamation as an object or value due to the White House concern at the time of political push-back 

because of the use of the Antiquities Act. But almost all those who advocated for establishment of the 

Monument wanted recreation to be allowed. Many public comments asked that BLM allow recreation 

where appropriate. BLM agreed to this concept in the Approved RMP.) 

 



• Management direction, which identifies future actions the BLM would take during plan 

implementation to meet the management objectives along with restrictions or requirements on those 

future actions. This includes, among other direction:  

o Direction to restore and/or rehabilitate historic structures, as well as to allow the reconstruction of 

structures that were historically present. (This mainly applies to the lighthouses. This does not imply 

that there will be reconstruction of all structures that were historically present. The RMP allows for use of 

the historic structures for education, interpretation and possibly for overnight housing of docents and 

BLM staff. See also Approved RMP pages 18-20, page 77 for Cattle Pass, page 92 for Patos, page 100 for 

Turn Point) 

o Direction to allow mechanical, manual, biological control, chemical, and fire treatment methods to 

achieve vegetation management objectives. (The use of chemical and fire was of concern to some who 

submitted comments to BLM. BLM’s states they will abide by best practices when using vegetative 

management treatments and will use a hierarchical approach with lesser impact treatments used first 

and wherever possible. It should be noted that BLM’s objective to restore grass and shrublands to levels 

occurring around 1860 and BLM’s intent to control invasive plant species may require use of stronger 

vegetation treatments. The RMP references riparian waterways and maintaining water quality; however, 

is BLM missing the run-off issues to the ocean and its nearshore habitat? See Approved RMP pages 22-

24, Appendix A describes Best Management Practices pages 36-48, pages 21-22 for description of 

enhancement to habitat and plant communities, page 23 for invasive plant management) 

o Direction to work with the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service on projects to enhance habitat conditions for 

federally listed or candidate wildlife species that are primarily using non-native host plants, including, 

as necessary, the maintenance or establishment of non-native plant populations. (Approved RMP page 

23) 

o Direction to prohibit the discharge of firearms and use of bows within the Monument except as 

associated with lawful hunting practices. (This specifically disallows recreational target shooting in the 

Monument whether during hunting season or other. Lawful hunting is allowed. Tribal hunting is allowed. 

San Juan County regulates use of certain firearms. WA Department of Fish and Wildlife regulates 

hunting. Do not know the status of second season deer hunting for the San Juan Islands in 2023. 

Approved RMP page 30) 

o Direction to allow designated site camping at Blind, Posey, and Patos islands and to prohibit 

camping in the remainder of the Monument. (It is a significant improvement over the Proposed RMP. 

Dispersed camping is not allowed. Designated site camping continues to be allowed at Posey, Blind and 

Patos. Approved RMP page 31) 

o Direction to prohibit recreational access to 29 acres of small islands and 10 acres of rocks because of 

their sensitive cultural and ecological resources. (Another significant change from the Proposed RMP. 

This refers to the Category A and B rocks listed in the Proposed RMP, some of which are marine mammal 

haulouts, which will now be protected from people camping/hiking/picnicking on these places. Access to 

these areas will be managed like the rocks and reefs in the San Juan Islands National Wildlife 

Refuge/USFWS. BLM can grant access to these rocks and reefs for scientific, cultural, and educational 

use. Approved RMP page 29) 



o Direction to limit motorized vehicle use and bicycle access to designated roads throughout the 

Monument. (Designated roads are Watmough Head Road, road at Turn Point Lighthouse, driveway to 

Watmough Bay parking area. Equestrian use will be allowed, once the Recreation Management Area 

Plan for Chadwick Hill is approved, on certain trails at Chadwick Hill. Equestrian use will be allowed on 

the designated roads listed above. At one place in the RMP a reference is made to equestrian use on 

trails at Watmough Bay. This is likely an error in the RMP. Hiking is restricted to designated trails and 

non-vegetated shoreline. Approved RMP pages 72-103, pages 29-31) 

. 

• Land use allocations, which identify allowed, prohibited, and restricted uses for all or part of the 

Monument (i.e., areas in which motorized vehicle use or camping is prohibited or allowed). These land 

use allocations include:  

o Three maritime heritage areas encompassing 28 acres of Monument land. These areas are located 

around the three historic light stations within or surrounded by the Monument and have specific 

objectives and direction related to the restoration, rehabilitation, and reconstruction of structures. (This 

refers to Patos Island, Turn Point on Stuart Island, and Cattle Pass on San Juan Island. See also Approved 

RMP  pages 18-20, page 77 for Cattle Pass, page 92 for Patos, page 100 for Turn Point) 

o Fourteen recreation management areas encompassing approximately 980 acres. Each recreation 

management area has specified allowable and prohibited use decisions that are described in Appendix 

F. (Appendix F provides a framework for the Recreation Management area plans, specifics need to be 

determined as part of each area’s plan. See Approved RMP pages 28-31, 72-103) 

 

Other items of interest: 

Not allowed in the Monument:  

The big ones – no dispersed camping, no public access to areas other than the 980 acres in Recreation 

Management Areas  

No Fireworks, Geocaches, Metal Detectors, Drones (not allowed to launch or land for recreational 

purposes), unleashed pets (some areas allow leashed pets) Approved RMP pages 30-31, for pets see 

specific Recreation Management Areas pages 72-103. 

No Natural Material Collection (except for tribal, BLM approved scientific research purposes, BLM 

authorized collection of seeds and small amounts consumed on site – think berries. Approved RMP pages 

26-27) 

No Bikes except on designated roads  

No Equestrian except on certain trails at Chadwick Hill and designated roads 

No Off trail hiking except for allowed hunting (Approved RMP pages 72-103, page 31) 

No Motorized vehicles except on designated roads (exceptions for Coast Guard, emergency vehicles, and 

BLM) 



 

A few other items: 

While BLM is required to have formal government to government consultations with tribes for which the 

San Juan Islands are a part of their ancestral territories, it is appreciated that BLM is establishing a 

tribal forum for ongoing consultation with tribes regarding management of the Monument. It is also 

appreciated that the Approved RMP includes actions and plans to develop a cultural management plan, 

an education and interpretation plan that includes Coast Salish history on the landscape to 

contemporary importance of the landscape to Coast Salish tribes. 

It is appreciated that BLM acknowledged in the Record of Decision its regrets that the Monument 

Advisory Committee (MAC) was not able to be fully involved in the development of the RMP. 

Jet Noise in the Monument: BLM did not feel that the concern raised in the Governor’s Consistency 

Review letter regarding the impact of jet noise was within BLM’s jurisdiction. The Approved RMP does 

allow for acoustic monitoring stations within the Monument (Approved RMP page 30) 

Staffing for the Monument: BLM did not feel that the RMP was the place to handle the request for how 

BLM plans to staff for the Monument that was part of the Governor’s Consistency Review letter. 

Future additions to Monument lands: The RMP sets forth criteria for lands BLM would consider including 

in the Monument as well how other lands (e.g. several properties no longer needed by the Coast Guard) 

acquired will be integrated into the Monument. (Approved RMP pages 25-26). A question – will the 

Monument Advisory Committee and the public be able to give input or is this classified by BLM as 

administrative actions? 

Restoration of landscapes: This will have a substantial impact on certain areas, especially Monument 

lands with grass and shrub lands (Iceberg Point, Point Colville, Kellett Bluff, Cattle Point). The objective 

may be commendable, achieving it will take effort. Approved RMP page 21-24) 

Signs and Visitor Infrastructure: Signs will be installed beyond trailheads and landing sites as needed to 

provide directional information and to protect the Monument’s objects and values except that at Blind 

Island, Chadwick Hill, Iceberg Point, Patos Island, Posey Island, Turn Point and Watmough Bay signs 

that provide education and interpretation can be placed appropriately across the sites as well as 

directional and informational signs. Approved RMP page 20. Develop interagency facilities with visitor 

centers not to be located on Monument lands. Approved RMP page 29. 

Groups visiting the Monument: The RMP does not have a specific group size limit. Organized, 

commercial and competitive uses of Monument lands require a Special Recreation Permit from BLM. 

Approved RMP page 30.  How to handle the weddings in the meadows, the band taking a video while off 

trail on a unmarked cultural site, large groups be it scout troops to family reunions and their impact on 

the Monument?  

Changes from Proposed RMP were not significant: The RMP references that changes made were not 

significant. ‘Significant’ is a term of specific meaning for BLM. If BLM deemed changes ‘significant’, then 

the RMP process would start all over. That’s not a good outcome for BLM or for Monument lands as BLM 

needs to take actions to restore, enhance and conserve. While the changes in the RMP do make a big 

difference in protection of Monument lands, they are not ‘significant’ in BLM terms.  



Travel and Transportation Management Plan (an Implementation Plan). During the RMP process the 

BLM asked for public comments for the Travel and Transportation Management Plan (this was the 

section that asked what trails you want for specific areas, do you want to allow horses on trails etc). The 

RMP states on page 4 that the Approved RMP does not include any travel and transportation items 

analyzed in the EIS. But BLM doesn’t list a Travel and Transportation Plan under the Implementation 

Plans section of the RMP, page 16. Is BLM not doing a Travel and Transportation Management Plan for 

the Monument? Is BLM assuming all material under a Travel and Transportation Management Plan will 

be covered individually under each Recreation Management Area plan? Would help for BLM to be clear 

on its intent. 

Here's one from me: Rock climbing at Watmough. The rock is poor, you can get a good view by hiking to 

the top of Chadwick Hill, providing emergency services is tough given the location and terrain, and guess 

the Peregrines won’t nest here anymore if climbers are all over the cliffs. The best climbing in the San 

Juans is at Mt Erie (Fidalgo Island) or a climbing gym.  

 

 


